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Let X be a paracompact space and A a (real or complex) Banach algebra. The main result of 
this paper is that the (Bass) stable rank of C(X, A), the algebra of all maps from X into A, is at 
most the stable rank of A plus the dimension of X. The result extends a previous one of Corach 
and Larotonda, valid for X compact. The present proof is based on Michael’s theory of selections. 
Using the same techniques we obtain additional theorems improving the inequality and giving 
some information on the topology of the spaces of unimodular vectors in A”. 
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Introduction 
Let A be a ring with unit. The group K,(A) is defined to be GL(A)/ E(A) where 
GL(A) is the direct limit of GL,(A) (the general linear group of all invertible n x n 
matrices over A) under the inclusions u - (g y), and E(A) is the direct limit of 
the subgroups E,(A) c GL,(A) generated by all elementary matrices, i.e., those 
matrices which differ from the identity in at most one entry off the diagonal. The 
stable rank of A, denoted by sr(A), is an invariant introduced by Bass [l] with the 
property that the lim, GL,(A)/E,(A) is attained for n > sr(A), i.e., the sequence 
{GL,(A)/E,(A)} stabilizes for n > sr(A). 
For Banach algebras, there exists a topological version of the K, group, namely 
KyP(A) = lim, GL,(A)/GLO,(A), where o denotes the connected component of the 
identity. There are several proofs of the fact that the sequence {GL,(A)/GLO,(A)} 
stabilizes for n > sr(A) [13, 3, 14, 1.51. Rieffel’s proofs are based on the connected 
stable rank of A, introduced by him in [13]. The proof of Corach and Larotonda, 
based on the inequality sr(C(X, A)) G sr(A) + dim X, for X a compact Hausdorff 
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space, contains many technical lemmas and is quite long. Using some results from 
the theory of selections, developed by Michael in the fifties [9-111, we present a 
shorter proof of that inequality, valid even when X is a paracompact space. The 
paper is organized as follows. Section 1 deals with selection theory. Section 2 
contains definitions and results concerning the spaces of unimodular vectors; here 
we extend to paracompact spaces some results known for compact spaces [2]. 
Section 3 contains the proof of the main inequality (Theorem 3.7). In Section 4 the 
left and right topological stable ranks of A are studied and some new results are 
proven; in particular Theorem 4.2 is a converse of a result of Schrijder [ 151. Theorem 
4.5 could have some interest in connection with Rieffel’s results. The paper finishes 
with an application to the topology of some spaces of unimodular vectors. 
We thank Professor L. Vaserstein for his kind comments on this paper. 
1. Selections 
Let X and Y be topological spaces and denote by g(Y) the set of nonempty 
subsets of Y. A mapping cp :X + p(Y) is lower semicontinuous (1.s.c.) if {xE 
X: q(x) n U # @} is open for every nonempty open subset U of Y. A selection for 
cp is a (continuous) map f: X + Y such that f(x) E p(x) for every x E X. We refer 
the reader to Michael’s paper [9-111 for several deep results on selection theory. 
We shall need two of them, which we state explicitly. 
1.1. Theorem [ 11, Theorem A]. Let X be a paracompact space, Y a Banach space 
and % thefamily of closed convex nonempty subsets of Y. Then every 1.s.c. map cp : X + % 
admits a selection. 
Recall [lo] that a topological space Y is called Cd for some integer d if every 
continuous image of a j-sphere (j cd) in Y is contractible in Y; in symbols, 
[S’, Y] = *, where the brackets denote homotopy classes of maps. By convention, 
every space is C’. Given Y, the family “urc p(Y) is called equi-LCd if given 
y E WE W and a neighborhood I/ of y, there is a neighborhood Vc U of y such 
that, for every SE ‘ur the image of every map S’ + S n V (j G d) is contractible in 
Sn U. 
1.2. Theorem [ 10, Theorem 1.21. Let X be a parucompact space with dim X c d + 1, 
Y a complete metric space, %f c CP( Y) an equi-LCd family whose elements are closed 
and cp : X + 72-f a 1.s.c. map. If every WE %f is Cd, then cp admits a selection. 
2. Bass’ stable rank 
Given a (real or complex) Banach algebra A (with unit) and n 2 1, we set 
R,(A)={a~A”:(a,b)=1forsomeb~A”}andL,(A)={b~A”:(a,b)=1forsome 
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SEA”} where (a, b):=Ci=, akbk; b E L,,(A) is called reducible if there exist 
A ,,..,, A,_, in A such that (b,+A,b, ,..., b,-,+A,-,b,)EL,-I(A). 
2.1. Proposition [13, 2.21. b G L,,(A) is reducible if and only if there exists a E 
R,_,(A) x A such that (a, b) = 1. 
2.2. Proposition [ 161. If every b E L,,(A) is reducible and m 2 n, then every c E L,,,(A) 
is reducible. 
Of course, there exists a similar notion of reducibility for elements of R,,(A). 
However, the following result holds. 
2.3. Proposition [16]. Every b E L,,(A) is reducible if and only if every a E R,,(A) is 
reducible. 
Having these facts in mind, we define the Bass stable rank of A as 
sr(A) = {min n: every b E L,,+,(A) is reducible} 
= {min n: every a E R,,+,(A) is reducible} 
or sr(A) = CO if no such integer n exists. 
Rieffel [13] has also defined the left (respectively right) connected stable rank of 
A as lcsr(A) = min{ n: L,(A) is connected Vm 2 n} (respectively rcsr(A) = 
min{ n: R,(A) is connected Vm 2 n) and asked whether Icsr( A) = rcsr(A). This is, 
indeed, the case: Corach and Larotonda [2] have proven that L,(A) and R,,(A) are 
homotopically equivalent to S,(A) = {(a, b) E A” x A”: (a, b) = l}. 
We present another proof of this fact, as a first link between selection theory and 
stable rank theory. 
2.4. Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit. 
(i) 7’he natural projections p : S,,(A) + R,?(A) and q : S,,(A) + L,,(A) admit global 
(continuous) sections. 
(ii) For every compact Hausdor-space X, R,( C( X, A)) (respectively L,( C( X, A))) 
is homeomorphic to C(X, R,(A)) (respectively C(X, L,,(A))), where C(X, Y) denotes 
the space of all continuous maps from X into Y. 
(iii) R,,(A), L,(A) and S,,(A) are homotopy equivalent. 
Proof. (i) It is easy to see that p and q are open surjective maps, so that the 
set-valued mappings cp = p-’ and $ = q-’ are 1.s.c. on R,(A) and L,,(A) respectively, 
and their values are nonempty closed convex subsets of S,,(A), a fortiori of A” x A”. 
Thus, Theorem 1.1 ensures that cp and (CI admit selections. But this means, exactly, 
that p and q have global sections. 
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(ii) First, observe that S,,(C(X, A)) is obviously homeomorphic to C(X, S,,(A)). 
Now, if s:L,(A)+S,,(A) is a global section of q and qx:S,(C(X,A))+ 
L, (C(X, A)) is the natural projection, then f+ qx 0 s of is a homeomorphism from 
C(X, L,,(A)) onto L,(C(X, A)). The case of R, is analogous. 
(iii) If s (respectively r) is a global section of q (respectively p), using 
the fact that the fibres of p and q are convex subsets, it follows easily that s 
(respectively t) is a homotopy inverse of q (respectively p). 0 
2.5. Corollary [2]. Let A be a Banach algebra. Then its left connected stable rank 
coincides with its right connected stable rank. 
3. The stable rank of C(X, A) 
Throughout, A denotes a Banach algebra with unit and X a paracompact space. 
We consider the following subset of S,,(A): 
T,,(A)={(a, b)ES,(A): UE R,_,(A)xA}. 
The following result is a simple reformulation of Proposition 2.1 and the definitions 
of stable rank: 
3.1. Proposition. (i) b E L,,(A) is reducible if and only ifb E q( T,,(A)). 
(ii) q: T,(A)+ L,,(A) is onto if and only if n>sr(A)+l. 
From now on we assume that n Z= sr(A) + 1 and we only consider the restrictions 
of p and q to T,(A), but we shall continue to use the same letters p and q. 
Let $=q-‘: L,(A)+ P( T,(A)). By the way we proved Theorem 2.4, a temptation 
exists to try to find a selection for I,!I; however by Proposition 3.l(ii), the existence 
of such selection would imply the surjectivity of qx : T,,( C(X, A)) + L,( C(X, A)), 
i.e., that n zsr(C(X, A)) + 1 independently of X; this is obviously false: if X = 
[O, 112”, sr(C(X, A)) 2 sr(C(X, (e)) = n + 1 when A is a complex algebra and 
sr( C(X, A)) 3 sr(C(X, 22)) = 2n + 1 when A is real; in both cases we could find an 
absurd. All we can do in terms of selections is, given a map f: X + L,,(A), to find 
conditions under which Cc, 0f: X + P( T,,(A)) admits a selection. This is the way we 
shall proceed. 
First of all, observe that T,(A) is open in S,(A), and so it is a complete metric 
space with the metric 
d(x,y)=(Jx-yll+la(x)-‘-a(y)-‘l (x,y~ T,(A)) 
where 
IIx-Yll = ,$F$n llXk -hII 
and J(X) = dist(x, S,,(A)\ T,,(A)); the topology induced by this metric is that induced 
by A” x A”. 
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3.2. Lemma. The family W = { +I( b): b E L,,(A)} is equi-LCd for all d 2 0. 
Proof. Given (a, b)~ $(b)={(c, b)E T,(A)} and a neighborhood U of (a, b) in 
T,(A), set 
V={(n, u)~ T,(A): Il(u, ~)-_(a, b)ll<&> 
where F > 0 is small enough so that Vc U and the e-ball around a is con- 
tained in R,_,(A) x A. Then Vn $( b’) is empty if 1) b’- bll> E and Vn +(b’) = 
{(c,~‘)ET,,(A): Ilc-all<~}ifllb’-bll < E. In the first case there is nothing to prove. 
In the second case, V n $( b’) is convex so that, trivially, every map 9 + V n +( b’) 
is null homotopic in V n $( b’), a fortiori in U n $( 6’). 0 
In what follows we often consider the set-valued map 
T,=po$=paq -‘:L,(A)+P(R,_,(A)xA). 
Note that T,, takes nonempty closed values in R,_,(A) x A, which is a complete 
metric space for the same reason that T,,(A) is; it is clear that, for a map f : X + L,(A), 
I/J 0 f admits a selection if and only if T,, of= p 0 r,!~ 0 f admits one, where p is as in 
Theorem 2.4(i). 
3.3. Theorem. Let X be a purucompuct space with dim X s d + 1, A a Bunuch algebra 
with sr(A) s n - 1 and m 2 II. Suppose that r,,,( 6) is Cd for every b E L,,,(A). Then 
sr(C(X,A))sm-1. 
Proof. We shall prove that every f E L,( C(X, A)) is reducible. By Theorem 1.2 and 
Lemma 3.2 T, 0 f: X + PP( R,_,(A) x A) admits a selection; observe that T,,,(b) is 
nonempty for all b E L,,,(A) because sr(A) G n - 1 s m - 1. 
Thus, by the remarks above, I,? of admits a selection too, and this means, by 
Proposition 3.1(i) that f is reducible. 0 
3.4. Corollary. If dim X = 0, then sr( C(X, A)) = sr(A). 
Proof. It always holds that sr(A) i sr( C(X, A)), because A is a quotient of C(X, A). 
The reverse inequality follows from Theorem 3.3 with n = sr(A) + 1 and d = -1. 0 
In what follows the elements of A are denoted by the first Greek letters and the 
n-tuples of elements of A by Latin letters. 
3.5. Lemma. Suppose that sr(A) s n - 1 and let (b, j3) E L,+,(A). Then 
T,+,(b, P) ={(a, a) E R,(A) x A: (u, b)+ 4 = 1) 
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are homeomorphic. 
(Observe that c, + yp = ((c, r), (e,, p)) where e, = (0, . . ,O, 1) E A”.) 
Proof. Since sr(A) s n - 1, there exists r = ( rI, . . . , r,,) E A” such that 
d=(b,+r,p ,..., b,+r,$)EL,(A) 
Observe that the (n + 1) x (n + 1) invertible matrix 
T rl 
CT”=\ 1, : 
J r;, 0 . . . 0 1 I 
satisfies a,.(b, /3) = (d, /3) E L,(A) x A (we would write the vectors in columns, but 
for typographical reasons we shall write them as rows). Again, since sr(A) s n - 1, 
d is reducible so that by [3, 1.81, there exists 0 E E,(A) (the subgroup of GL,(A) 
generated by elementary matrices) such that 0.d = e, ; thus 
u, = E GL+,(A) 
satisfies (Y, .(d, p) = (e,, p). It is clear that 
$ 
17 : 
(Y,(TiJ= 1 * 0 . . . 0 1  
for some 7 E CL,,(A) and (T = (alao)-’ has the same type. It follows that (a, CX).F E 
R,(A) x A if (a, CX) E T,,+,(b, p). Moreover, 
((a, a).~, (e,, P)) = ((a, a).~, o-‘.(b, P)) 
= ((a, a), (b, P)) = I 
so that 
C?: (a, (Y)+ (a, (Y).(T 
defines a homeomorphism from T,,+, (b, p) onto R,(P) (whose inverse is obtained 
multiplying on the right by a-‘). 0 
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3.6. Corollary. If dim X s d + 1, sr(A) s n - 1 and R,,(p) is Cd for all p E A, then 
sr( C(X, A)) G n. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.5, r,+,(b, p) is homeomorphic to R,(P), which is Cd for all 
(b, p) E L,,+,(A). Then, by Theorem 3.3, we have sr(C(X, A))G n. 0 
3.7. Remark. If p is invertible, the projection onto the first n coordinates is a 
homeomorphism from R,(P) onto R,,(A), because c, + yp = 1 e y = (1 - c,)p-‘. 
3.8. Theorem (cf. [3]). Let X be a paracompact space and A a Banach algebra. Then 
sr(C(X,A))cdimX+sr(A). 
Proof. The proof will be by induction on d = dim X. For d = 0, this is Corollary 
3.4. If the result is true for all 2 with dim Z G d, let X, A be such that dim X s d + 1 
and n = sr(A). By Corollary 3.6 it suffices to prove that R,+,+,(P) is Cd for every 
/3 E A. Let js d and (yl, . . . , -yd+,,+J : S’ + Rd+n+,(/3) be an arbitrary map; by 
Theorem 2.4(ii) we can suppose that YE Rd+n+, (C(S’, A)) x C( S, A). By the induc- 
tion hypothesis, sr(C(S’,A))sj+n<d+n+l so that (r,, . . . , Ye+,,+,) E 
R d+n+,(C(S’, A)) is reducible and there exists A,, . . . , Adin in C(S’, A) such that 
P=(P, r...,~.d+n+2)=(~l+yd+n+l~l,..., '~d+~+~d+~+~Li+,,, ~d+~+~, ~d+~+d isin 
C(Si&+n+, (p)) and (~1,. . . , pd+n)E Rd+n(C(S’, A)). 
Then F(t)= ((~k+ty~+d+,A,). I, h-d+,,, Yd+n+l, Yd+n+Z ) for t E [0, l] defines a path 
in C(S’, & +,,+,(/3)) which joins y and /1 and 
G(t) = (((I - t)/-h)ksd+n, t+(l - f)Yd+n+,, (1 - t)Yd+n+Z) 
defines another path joining g and the constant path (0,. . . , 0, 1,O). This shows 
that [S’, &+,+, (p)] = * for all js d, which means that Rd+,,+,(P) is Cd. 0 
4. The topological stable rank of C(X, A) 
The left (respectively right) topological stable rank of A, ltsr(A) (respectively 
r&r(A)) is the minimum n such that L,(A) (respectively R,,(A)) is dense in A”. 
This notion was introduced by Rieffel [13], and surely comes from the proof of 
Vaserstein’s theorem stating that sr( C(X)) = [d/2] + 1 = Itsr( C(X)) = rtsr(C(X)) 
where d is the covering dimension of the normal space X [16]. Rieffel asked if the 
equality sr(A) = tsr(A) holds in general; the answer is negative [8,4, 51 but, for 
C*-algebras, Herman and Vaserstein proved that the answer is positive [7]. When 
ltsr(A) = r&r(A) we simply write tsr(A). Using the last result we can improve our 
results of Section 3 in the case of a C*-algebra A. 
4.1. Theorem. Let A be a C”-algebra and k 3 sr( A) + 1. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) R,(P) isCdforallpEA. 
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(ii) For euery parucompact space X with dim X s d + 1, sr( C(X, A)) G k. 
(iii) sr( C(Zd+‘, A)) G k, where I is the closed interval [0, 11. 
Remark. Schriider [ 151 proved that R,(A) is Cd for all k 2 m + 1 if sr( C(Sd, A)) s 
m; due to Corollary 3.6 and Remark 3.7, this means that Rk(/3) is Cd for all /? E A 
and kam+l. 
Proof. (i)a(ii) This is Corollary 3.6. 
(ii)*(iii) Is obvious. 
(iii)+(i) Let us identify S’ with the boundary of Zi+‘. Given j s d and y = 
(Y,,...,Yk+l):S’ + RL(/3) we must prove that y is null homotopic. 
Consider y’=(yk, yk+,):Si+Np={(~,,cr~)~A2:~,+~2/3=1}.0bservethat NP 
is convex, so by Theorem 1.1 there exists an extension Z, : Ii+’ + Np of y’, and 
obviously there is also an extension Z,: I’+’ + Ak-’ of (y,, . . . , yk-,), so we can write 
Z=(T,,Z,)=(T ,,..., ~k+,):Ii+‘~{~~Ak+‘:~k+~k+,~=l}. 
By hypothesis (7,) . . . , &)(.s = ( y, , . . . , yk) E C(Sj, R,(A)). Now, SJ being compact 
and R,(A) open in Ak, there is an F > 0 such that every (6,, . . . ,6,) E C(S’, Ak) 
satisfying )I & - y, )( < E (i = 0, . . . , k) must belong to C(SJ, Rk(A)). Since C(X, A) 
is a C*-algebra, by Herman and Vaserstein’s result and part (iii) it holds that 
tsr(C(Z’+‘, A)) s k. Thus, we can find n E C(Zj+‘, R,(A)) so close to (q,, . . , Tk) 
that the following conditions hold: 
(a) 11ni-?,II<s/2 (j=l,...,k), 
(b) 7 = nk + qk+,p is invertible in C( I’+‘, A) and is sufficiently close to the identity 
so that 
(c) II 7-h - rlk II < F/2. 
Thus v’= (n,, . . . , q-,, ‘~-‘Q)E C(I’+‘, Rk(A)) and then n”=(r],, . . . , q_1, 
TF’r]k, T-‘Tk+,) E c(z’+‘, Rk(/3)). Define F(t) = (f~“+ (1 - t)Z)l,j for TV I; F is a 
path Z + C(S’, Z&(P)) which joins y with n”(s~ ; this holds because if 1 s is k - 1, 
llni-YiJls~<~ and ll~~‘~~-~~II~~~ll~~‘~~-~~ll+ll~~-~~Il~~~~. 
It is clear that nU1s, is null homotopic, for n” itself is an extension to Zi+‘. Thus 
y is null homotopic, which finishes the proof. 0 
The following result generalizes Rieffel’s theorem [13, 7.21 asserting that 
ltsr( C(X, A)) s 1 +ltsr(A) for X = Z or the unit circle Sr, and A a C*-algebra. We 
prove the same inequalities for a Banach algebra A; Rieffel’s proof uses strongly 
the fact that A is a C*-algebra and it cannot be adapted to this case. 
For n d m let 
P~(A)={uEA”:(u, ,,.._, ~~,~)~L,(A)foreveryl<j,<j~<~~~<j,~m} 
and 
E:(A) = {a E A”: there exist 1 c j, <j, < * . * <j,, G m such that 
(uJ,,“., ai,,> E L(A)). 
Clearly P,“(A)c El: c L,(A). 
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4.2. Lemma. If ltsr(A) s n, then P:(A) (and a fortiori E:(A)) is dense in A”’ for 
every m 2= n. 
Proof. Let 1, ={l,. . . , m} and denote by Jk (1 s k s (y)) the subsets of I, with 
exactly n elements. Given Jk we label its elements j, <jz<. . . <j,, and define 
z+:A”‘+A” by Q(u)=(u,,,..., a,,,). Then r$ is a surjective linear’ map so that 
vk’( L,(A)) is an open dense subset of A”‘. Then 
K(A)= n v,‘(&,(A)) 
is dense in A”‘. 0 
4.3. Proposition. Zf ltsr(A) s n and X = I or S’, then C(X, E:+‘(A)) is dense in 
C(X, A”+‘). 
Proof. We consider first the case of I. Let E > 0 and cp E C(Z, A”+‘). By the 
uniform continuity of cp there exists 6 > 0 such that 1) cp( t) - cp( t’) II< e/5 if 1 t - t’( < 6. 
Consider a partition of I, 0= t, < t, <. * . < tk = 1 with tj - tJ_’ < 6, and 
let ~!~=(rp(t,),...,cp(t~))~A(~~‘)~. By Lemma 4.2 there exists ~=(a:,..., 
a;,, , . . . , a;, . . . , a;,,) E f+“+‘)(A) such that 11 a - b II< F/S. We define a piecewise 
linear map p : I - E:+‘(A) as follows: we partition [t,-I) $1 into n + 1 intervals of 
the same length and define the polygonal line whose vertices are 
p(tj_‘):= (a{_‘, al-‘, . . .) a;;I’), (a:) a<-‘, . . .) a;;“), . . . , 
(a{, a’,, . . . ) a:, &I+“), 
p.(q):= (a{, a<, . . .) UJ,,‘). 
At each instant t only one coordinate varies, so the remaining n form a vector in 
L,(A) by the definition of P:(A). So ,u(t) E E:+‘(A) as claimed. Let us prove that 
IIP-~ll<~. 
For tg[tJ_‘, t,] we have 
IIll~t~~~~t~ll~ll~~t~~~~t~~ll+ll~~t;~~~~tj~ll+lI~~t,~~~~t~ll~ 
By the construction of p, llp( r,) - cp( $)ll <&/5;bythedefinitionof6,((cp(t,)-cp(t)ll< 
~/5; finally ~~~(z)-~(())((~((~(~~~)-~(()(( by the definition of p and so 
IIP(t)-,u(fj)ll s Il/l(fj~l)-(P($~l)ll+ llV(tj~l)-(P(t,)ll 
+Ilcp(t,)-l*(t,)ll<3(&/5). 
This finishes the proof for the case X = I. For X = S’ the same proof works just taking 
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4.4. Corollary. For any Banach algebra A 
ltsr( C(X, A)) G 1 + ltsr(A) 
.for X = I or S’. 
The final theorem improves this result under the additional condition that A is 
connected. 
4.5. Theorem. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space with dim X c 2 and A a Banach 
algebra such that ltsr(A) = 1 and A is connected. Then sr C(X, A)G 2. 
Remark. Since R’(A) is open, the condition that L,(A) is dense easily implies that 
L,(A) = R,(A) = A’. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.6 it suffices to prove that R,(P) is C’. First, to see the 
connectedness, take cr = ( LY, , a?, cy3) E R*(P) and choose a, E A’ so close to (Y, that 
a = (a’, az, a3) E R2(j3) can be joined by a path in R>(P) to a. Thus, the following 
homotopy joins a to (0, 1,0) in R2(P): 
(a’,2s+(l-2~)(~~,(1-2~)~~~) for sE[O,$], 
for s E [& 11 
and R,(P) is connected. 
Now we must prove that [S’, R&3)] ’ t IS rivial for all p E A. Given a map cp : S’ + 
R2(P) and 6 > 0, by Proposition 4.3 there exists a map y : S’ + E:(A) such that 
]Iq;( t) - yi( t)ll < 6 for i = 1,2 and every t E S’. Given E > 0 we can choose 6 > 0 
small enough so that 
(i) e(t) = y2( t) + (p3( t)P E A’ for every t E S’; 
(ii) e(t)=(Y’(t),e(t)-‘y>(t),e(t)-‘q,(t)) satisfies 110(t)-q(t)((<.z for every 
t E s’. 
Clearly f3 = (0,) f&, 0,) is a map from S’ into R2(P), 8’ = ( 01, 6,) is a map from 
S’ into E:(A) and for E small enough, rp is homotopic to 19 in C(S’, R2(P)). Consider 
the open subset U = 8;‘(A’) of S’ and the restriction Ol(s’,u. Observe first that this 
is a map into A’ : in fact, fixing t E S’, (O,(t), O,(t)) E E:(A) means tht e,(t) or 0,(t) 
belongs to L,(A) = A’. 
We can extend &/,I,, to a map 0: : S’ + A’ by using the following classical idea: 
take an arbitrary connected component of U; this is an arc open interval I = (a, b), 
where a, b E S’ denote its extreme points. Thus e,(a), O,(b) E A’ by the openess of 
A’ and the fact that (e,(t), f3,( t)) E E:(A) for every t E S’. Then a path in A’ joining 
0,(a) with B’(b) parametrized through J gives the desired extension. (Observe that 
we could use Michael’s theorem directly.) 
Now, we have 8’= (0:, 02, 0,) and define for every s E I, G,(t) = se’(t) + 
(I- s)O( t). Observe that Gs( t) E R*(P) for all s E I and t E S’, because if t E S’\ U, 
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G,(t) = 0(t) E R2(/3) as we have seen before; and if t E U, 
G,(t) = (.$(t)+(l -s)e,(t), ‘-4(t), ‘A(t)) E R,(B) 
since k(t) E A’. 
Thus G: S’ x I+ R2(j3) is a homotopy from G,= 8 to G, = 8’. 




(e’,,2s+(l-2s)6,,(1-2s)B,) for sE[O,$], 
* 
(al- s)e;, 1,O) for s E [i, 11. 
This homotopy H: S’ x I + R,(P) joins H,, = 0’ with the constant map (0, l,O). 
Combining all these homotopies we obtain that the original cp is null homotopic in 
C(S’, UP)). 0 
5. An application 
Let A be a C*-algebra and Xt the C*-subalgebra of Z’(X) consisting of all 
operators of the form AI + K, for A a scalar and K a compact operator. Rieffel [13] 
proved that, for B =A@?“+, sr(B) = 1 if sr(A) = 1 and sr(B) = 2 if sr(A) > 1. 
Together with our Theorem 4.1 this implies: 
5.1. Corollary. Rk(P; B) is contractible for every /3 E B and k> 2 if sr(A) = 1, and 
for every p E B and k 3 3 in other case. 
The same holds for the matrix algebra M,(A) when sr(A) is j&e. 
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